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A. Part 1: INTRODUCTION
1) Discovering the Art of Tarot in an Hour

It took me over thirty years to discover how to condense the supernatural and psychological art of Tarot 
into something you can learn in under one hour... and I'm super excited to share it with you.  I've 
encountered considerable skep�cism about this claim! And, as a seasoned tarot reader, I understand 
why; tarot is a complex art, deeply intertwined with human psychology and spirituality. It represents a 
lifelong journey of learning and self-discovery, where each new insight uncovers yet more to learn.   

But I'm not sugges�ng you'll become an expert in under an hour—rather, that you'll be able to accurately 
read the cards. Imagine a master juggler teaching a novice to juggle with lightweight chiffon scarves 
instead of heavy balls. In a similar vein, my decks and training programs are designed to provide 
beginners with a robust founda�on. 

My teaching method unveils the secrets of happiness hidden within the cards, challenging the no�on 
that tarot reading is reserved for a select few. It dispels the myth that mastering tarot requires 
paranormal gi�s or in-depth knowledge of advanced occult arts. Instead, my approach highlights key 
elements to super-charge your intui�on and ac�vate your deep subconscious knowing. It lays a 
founda�on for a lifelong journey of self-discovery and empowering others through the art of tarot 
reading. The magic is already within you; this instruc�on manual simply helps you uncover it.   

My calling to demys�fy the art of tarot for new readers has resulted in a powerful one hour introduc�on 
that literally unlocks the path to 'scary accurate' readings, and sets the stage for a lifelong insights. The 
secrets of tarot are kept in what I call the '5 Golden Rings': Archetypes and their Meanings, Numerology, 
Classic Elements, Astrology, and Intui�on. These rings hold the key to understanding the profound 
wisdom within each tarot card. By tapping into these elements, along with a few surprising strategies, 
you'll gain the ability to find correct answers in every reading and prevent 'going blank' during sessions. 
Thank you for embarking on this journey with me, as we venture together into the realm of intui�ve 
tarot mastery.  

B. Founda�ons First: The Origins and Effec�veness of
Tarot

1) What is Tarot?
Tarot is a 78-card illustrated deck that contains characters and concepts symbolic of life lessons. In a 
reading, cards are drawn at random from a shuffled deck and laid out in a specific arrangement, known 
as a 'spread.' This spread is interpreted to tell a story that reflects the future and fortune of the 
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'querent'—a term used to describe the person seeking guidance or insight from the reading. Tarot 
reading, while tradi�onally associated with enlightened and spiritual prac��oners such as empaths, 
clairvoyants, and psychics, is accessible to everyone. Its appeal extends across diverse cultures and 
beliefs, atrac�ng those involved in occult prac�ces. More recently, tarot has gained trac�on in mental 
health contexts and is growing in significance of self-explora�on and emo�onal healing. 

2) Where did Tarot come from? 
The origins of tarot cards trace back over 600 years to the 14th century in Southern Europe. Ini�ally, 
tarot cards emerged as an exclusive, bridge-like game named Tarocchi, primarily played by the affluent 
elite due to the high cost of acquiring a deck. Each card was me�culously hand-drawn, commissioned 
from skilled ar�sts. Among the earliest surviving examples are the Viscon�-Sforza cards, cra�ed in the 
1440s specifically for the Duke of Milan's family. This historical deck represents the rich and privileged 
beginnings of tarot's journey through �me.  

In the 18th century the tarot took on a mys�cal life of its own. It started with Antoine Court de Gébelin, a 
French scholar, who suggested these cards were more than just playthings - they were keys to ancient, 
hidden knowledge. This idea blossomed in the 19th century as occul�sts, par�cularly Éliphas Lévi, wove 
the tarot into a tapestry of Kabbalah and mys�cism.  The cards didn't gain widespread recogni�on un�l 
the early 20th century when the growing popularity of secret occult socie�es became in vogue. In 1909, 
William Rider published a tarot card deck in collabora�on with an occul�st from the Herme�c Order of 
the Golden Dawn, A.E. Waite, and an ar�st, Pamela Colman Smith. This deck, known as the Rider-Waite-
Smith deck, and remains the most popular tarot deck in use today. 

 

C. Science versus the Supernatural 
1) Does tarot really predict the future?  

Some tarot readers claim to have direct, supernatural communica�on with a divine or infinite source. 
Most, however, simply experience an innate sense of "knowing" when something feels off, an ability that 
seems mys�cal in nature but is, in fact, a trait we all possess. This phenomenon of intui�on has an 
intriguing scien�fic angle. Research into the human brain suggests it func�ons like a predic�ve machine, 
con�nually processing incoming sensory informa�on and current experiences, and comparing them 
against stored knowledge to an�cipate what might happen next. This process can give rise to strong 
premoni�ons or ins�ncts about people or situa�ons—largely unexplained, yet undeniably observable. 

The ability to foresee the future, whether through psychic abili�es or simply strong intui�on, has always 
been a subject of both fascina�on and apprehension. People are drawn to the poten�al insights such 
abili�es might offer, yet they may also fear the unknown or the possibility of uncovering uncomfortable 
truths. Those genuinely gi�ed in these areas o�en prove their abili�es through the accuracy and impact 
of their insights and predic�ons, earning recogni�on and respect for their unique talents. 

Although science and tarot may seem like an unlikely pair, they share some intriguing connec�ons. 
Science is the path we take to understand the universe, relying on observa�on, experimenta�on, and 
analysis. Tarot, conversely, delves into the soul, using cards to unveil profound truths and guidance. 
Surprisingly, science has something to say about tarot. 
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Evidence-based approaches focused on the power of belief and goal achievement are well documented 
and highly studied. Notable examples include: 

• Dr. Carl Jung: The Swiss psychiatrist, a protégé of Sigmund Freud, introduced the concept of 
“Synchronicity”, referring to meaningful coincidences that go beyond mere chance. He also 
developed the idea of the "Collec�ve Unconscious," sugges�ng that humanity shares a pool of 
knowledge, enabling us to recognize and understand universal characters or "Archetypes," such 
as ‘the hero’, ‘the outlaw’, ‘the ruler’, and ‘the wise sage’. These archetypes resonate universally, 
transcending differences in age, sex, gender, race, or socio-economic status. Jung believed that 
introspec�on, possibly aided by tools like tarot cards, could help us comprehend our 
unconscious mo�va�ons and beter forecast our future. 

• The Barnum Effect: Discovered by psychologist Bertram Forer in 1948, this phenomenon involves 
giving generic statements that individuals believe are tailored specifically to them, like "you tend 
to be self-cri�cal". 

• The Placebo Effect: This highlights the power of belief and expecta�on. If people believe they are 
receiving a treatment, even if it's inac�ve, they may experience real improvements, showcasing 
the mind-body connec�on. 

• Growth Mindset: Proposed by psychologist Carol Dweck, this concept encourages the belief that 
abili�es and intelligence can be developed with effort and learning, leading to resilience and 
personal growth. 

• Self-Fulfilling Prophecies: This occurs when an individual's belief in an outcome influences their 
behavior, making that outcome more likely to occur. Believing something will happen can shape 
ac�ons and decisions towards that result. 
 

D.  Exploring Tarot Reading: Is There a Right Way?  
1) Who reads Tarot? 

Anyone can learn to read tarot cards with dedica�on and prac�ce. Tarot reading involves understanding 
the symbolism of each card, developing intui�on, and honing interpreta�ve skills. It's accessible to 
anyone willing to study and explore the meanings and connec�ons between the cards, making it a 
versa�le tool for self-reflec�on, guidance, or even just a fun hobby. Whether you're a professional reader 
or an enthusiast, tarot offers a unique way to tap into your intui�on and gain insights into life's ques�ons 
and challenges.  

2) What is the structure of the deck? 
The tarot deck consists of seventy-eight cards, each embodying unique characters and concepts. It 
includes twenty-two Major Arcana cards (known as Trump cards), symbolizing significant life lessons and 
long-term consequences of choices and events. In contrast, the fi�y-six Minor Arcana cards reflect the 
shorter-term outcomes of everyday life experiences. The Minor Arcana is further divided into four suits, 
each comprising ten numbered cards (known as PIP cards) and Court Cards (Pages, Knights, Queens, and 
Kings). 
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3) What are the Basic Rules? 
Who is the Golden Dawn? 

While there is no single correct way to read tarot, the Herme�c Order of the Golden Dawn is frequently 
cited and holds a significant role, par�cularly for its contribu�ons to the contemporary understanding 
and prac�ce of tarot reading. Founded in the late 19th century, this secret society was deeply rooted in 
the study of the occult, mys�cism, and paranormal ac�vi�es. The Golden Dawn integrated tarot into its 
teachings, infusing the cards with esoteric symbolism and linking them to Kabbalah, astrology, and other 
mys�cal systems. This integra�on transformed tarot from a simple divina�on tool to a complex system of 
spiritual and psychological insight. Members like Arthur Edward Waite and Aleister Crowley, both 
influen�al figures in the Order, further popularized tarot with their own decks (the Rider-Waite-Smith 
and Thoth decks, respec�vely), which remain among the most widely used and studied decks in tarot 
prac�ce today. The Golden Dawn's intricate interpreta�on of the tarot cards has profoundly shaped 
modern tarot readings, making their influence an essen�al part of any introduc�on to the world of tarot.   

The essen�al atributes that are universally accepted as the “tradi�onal” meaning for each card help to 
ensure con�nuity in readings. But you may grow to interpret the cards differently, which is not wrong or 
uncommon! Your intui�on is the ul�mate “correct” answer.  As with all tradi�ons, the tried-and-true 
method of something can typically only be improved upon once it is deeply understood. This is the 
reason my decks and training programs are based on them. 
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A. Part 2: The Key Components of a Tarot Reading 
1)  Connect with the cards in a story format. 

Tarot is storytelling, so we call it "reading." Whether you pull one card or many cards, all stories have 
characters and events in some stage of beginning, middle, or end. And each Tarot card represents a 
character at an event's beginning, middle, or end. The characters and events depicted by the 78-cards 
represent 1) the person you are reading for, 2) someone close to them, or 3) a hidden aspect within 
them that needs to be acknowledged before they can reach their goal. You must be familiar enough with 
the characteris�cs of each card to use a specific card to iden�fy the real-life person or event that the 
story is about. But it can be challenging ini�ally to keep all 78 cards straight without referencing a 
guidebook.   

The good news is that several simple techniques can eliminate the need to stop in the middle of a tarot 
session to look up card meanings or use a guidebook. They include selec�ng the right deck and then 
learning what I like to call the 5 Golden Rings of Tarot Reading: Archetypes, Numerology, Classic 
Elements, Astrology, and Intui�on. 

2) Who are the characters in the story? 
Golden Ring #1: Archetypes 

To begin cra�ing a story from your tarot spread, the first step is to iden�fy the key figures involved. Each 
of the 78 tarot cards represents an archetype, or character, that becomes easily recognizable once you 
get the hang of it. However, learning to read tarot in less than an hour, without needing to memorize 
each card or constantly refer to a guidebook, requires the right deck. 

The Rider-Waite-Smith deck is widely recommended for its rich symbolism and vibrant colors, but its 
classic style might not resonate with modern readers. When I started, I searched for a deck with subtle 
cues in the artwork, ones that would discreetly help me recall each card's meaning. Unable to find such a 
deck, I improvised by wri�ng keywords on each card with a marker. This approach was effec�ve for 
learning, but it wasn't ideal for reading confidently for friends, and it took hundreds of hours. Years later, 
this experience led to the crea�on of the Lightworker's Deck, the first I created for Tarot Skills, 
specifically designed to help beginners learn tarot reading without the need for a guidebook. 

Tarot cards refer to iden�fied traits and energies that balance each other out as opposite but 
interconnected forces. Some cards are gramma�cally gendered or depict age. This does not refer to 
actual biological gender or physical years. Masculine and feminine traits, and levels of maturity, exist in 
all of us. 

• Pages – Child, Any Gender 
• Knights – Young Adult, Masculine  
• Queens – Adult, Feminine 
• Kings – Mature Adult, Masculine 

3) Where and when does the story occur? 
Golden Ring #2: Numerology  

The sequence of the Major Arcana represents a journey from start to finish, beginning with The Fool, 
numbered 0, and culmina�ng with The World, numbered 21.  The larger the number the more 
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progressed the story is.  The Minor Arcana is categorized into four suits, each containing ten numbered 
cards (known as PIP cards) and Court Cards (Pages, Knights, Queens, and Kings). Each card's posi�on 
within the deck corresponds to a specific �me. 

The posi�on of a PIP card in the deck suggests a life journey's progression, from its incep�on to its 
conclusion. Cards with lower numbers signify the beginning stages, while higher numbers indicate the 
culmina�on of an aspect. By associa�ng a few keywords with each number, you can swi�ly grasp the 
significance of a card's number in rela�on to the narra�ve of the spread.  

Keep in mind the posi�onal number of the card in the deck has an associated meaning for the minor 
arcana court cards related to maturity of the person or event (not necessarily actual age.) 

The Beginning: (New, Childhood, Child-like)  

The term for beginning in Tarot-Astrology is: “Cardinal” 

• Ace: a �me and opportunity of great poten�al. 
• 2: a �me to make a choice. 
• 3: a �me of growth. 
• 4: a �me to compare your current situa�on to what's really important.  
• Queens: a �me of powerful feelings. 

The challenge o�en faced at the beginning of something is the uncertainty and the unknown. Nothing 
happens un�l you start. 

The Middle: (Growth, Development, Matura�on)  

The term for middle in Tarot-Astrology is “Fixed” 

• 5: a �me of struggle. 
• 6: a �me to balance the good with the bad. 
• 7: a �me to reflect on beliefs. 
• Knights: a �me of intense effort.  

The challenge with being in the middle of something is that we tend to believe things will stay the 
same forever. This is never true. 

The End: (Old, Comple�on, Transi�on) 

The term for end in Tarot-Astrology is “Mutable” 

• 8:  a �me of exper�se. 
• 9: a �me of consequences for past ac�ons. 
• 10: the �me of comple�ng a cycle.  
• Kings: a �me of strong dependability. 

The challenge at the end of something o�en revolves around closure and le�ng go. Everything that 
begins must end. 

Using Advanced Numerology 
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Addi�onally, under more advanced numerology concepts the following is helpful to determine the �me, 
period, or phase of the story. 

 0 - Blankness:  
This period is characterized by emp�ness or the poten�al for new beginnings. It's a �me when 
anything can start, offering a blank slate. 

1 - Beginnings:  
This phase marks new starts and ini�a�on. It's a �me for embarking on fresh journeys and 
embracing new opportuni�es. 

2 - Union:  
This period focuses on partnerships, bringing together duality and balance. It's about forming 
connec�ons and harmonizing opposites. 

3 - Kindred:  
This is a �me for fostering connec�ons, o�en with family or close friends. It emphasizes the 
importance of close, nurturing rela�onships. 

4 - Structure:  
This phase is about establishing stability, order, and a solid founda�on. It's a �me for building 
and structuring. 

5 - Forging:  
This period is characterized by change, adapta�on, and growth. It's about evolving, transforming, 
and making necessary changes. 

6 - Harmony:  
This �me is focused on achieving balance, peace, and equilibrium. It's about finding a 
harmonious state in life. 

7 - Awareness:  
This phase is about gaining consciousness, understanding, and insight. It's a �me for 
introspec�on and enlightenment. 

8 - Power:  
This period signifies strength, control, and capability. It's about asser�ng oneself and manifes�ng 
one's will. 

9 - Fulfillment:  
This is a �me of comple�on, sa�sfac�on, and achievement. It's about realizing goals and 
enjoying the fruits of one's efforts. 

When faced with numbers greater than 9, we simplify them to a single digit by adding the individual 
digits together. This process, o�en called 'numerical reduc�on,' brings us back to the core numbers 
between 1 and 9. For example, with the number 10, we add 1 and 0, which gives us 1. With 16, adding 1 
and 6 gives us 7. For 18, adding 1 and 8 results in 9. And for a number like 19, we first add 1 and 9 to get 
10, and then further reduce 10 by adding 1 and 0, which brings us back to 1. This method helps in 
simplifying larger numbers to their fundamental numerical essence. 
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4) What’s the tone and mood of the story? 
Golden Ring #3: Classic Elements  

Knowing the classical elements assigned to each card will help you quickly leap to the core of the card’s 
meaning, which may be about thinking, doing, feeling, or securing. My Tarot decks use symbols on each 
card to help you immediately see which elements are associated with a card. 

Suit of Swords and Pages: Air – Mo�vated by the logic required for intellect and strategy. 

Air is associated with thinking, intellect, and intelligence. It is o�en denoted with white, blue, or purple 
coloring on a card. The suit of swords and all four pages are associated with air. In a reading, if you pull 
an air card, you are dealing with the part of a story that has to do with someone’s thoughts (intellect and 
strategy). 

Suit of Wands and Knights: Fire – Mo�vated by the ac�ons related to desire and movement. 

Fire is associated with doing, ac�on, and movement. It is o�en denoted with red or yellow coloring on a 
card. The suit of wands and all four knights are associated with fire. A fire card addresses the part of the 
story that requires desire and ac�ons (the physical work in the doing of something). 

Suit of Cups and Queens: Water - Mo�vated by the feelings about love and emo�ons. 

Water is associated with emo�on and feelings. It is o�en denoted with blue coloring on a card. The suit 
of cups and all four queens are associated with water. A water card addresses how the people in the 
story feel or felt (love and emo�ons). 

Suit of Coins and Kings: Earth – Mo�vated by the need for responsibility and obliga�ons. 

Earth is associated with securing what you need, responsibili�es, and dependability. It is o�en denoted 
with green or brown coloring on a card. The suit of coins and all four kings are associated with earth. An 
earth card is the part of the story that requires physical security (responsibility and obliga�ons.) 

 

5) What is driving the story’s plot? 
Golden Ring #4: Astrology 

By integra�ng astrology and zodiac informa�on into a tarot reading, a more nuanced and personalized 
interpreta�on can be achieved. This approach considers not just the symbolism of the cards but also the 
deeper astrological influences on an individual's personality and life journey.  The zodiac signs we see in 
a reading may or may not represent someone with that exact sun sign.  A person is influenced by sun, 
moon, and rising signs.  Signs, therefore, indicate personality traits...and inevitably the traits that are 
driving the plot of the tarot reading.  So, let's Break down the zodiac signs into keywords that are easy to 
remember: 

When a fire sign shows itself in a reading, it is speaking to specific traits related to fire signs: Aries is self-
aware, Leo domina�ng, and Sagitarius intellectual. 
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When a air sign shows itself in a reading it is speaking to specific traits related to air signs: Gemini is 
versa�le, Libra diploma�c, and Aquarius confident. 

Zodiac Signs and Elements: Each zodiac sign is connected to one of the four elements (Earth, Air, Fire, 
Water), which imbue them with dis�nct quali�es. For instance, Earth signs (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn) are 
known for their prac�cality and stability, Air signs (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius) for their intellect and 
communica�on skills, Fire signs (Aries, Leo, Sagitarius) for their passion and energy, and Water signs 
(Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces) for their emo�onal depth and intui�on. 

ZODIAC 

Fire Signs 

• ��� Aries: Self-aware 
• ��� Leo: Domina�ng 
• ��� Sagitarius: Intellectual 

Air Signs 

• ��� Gemini: Versa�le 
• ��� Libra: Diploma�c 
• ��� Aquarius: Confident 

 

Water Signs 

• ��� Cancer: Sensi�ve 
• ��� Scorpio: Focused 
• ��� Pisces: Intui�ve 

  

Earth Signs 

• ��� Taurus: Collector 
• ��� Virgo: Precise 
• ��� Capricorn: Pragma�c 

 

PLANETS  

Planetary influences are assigned to some cards based on the seven planets that could be seen from 
earth in the late 1800s. My Tarot decks use symbols on each card to help you immediately see which 
planets are associated with a card. And my decks use different symbols to iden�fy the tradi�onal planets 
and scien�fic symbols to iden�fy the modern planets so psychics connec�ng with ancestral souls don’t 
have to guess which rules should be applied. 

• Sun – Confidence ☉ 
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• Mercury - Strategy ☿ 
• Venus - Love ♀ 
• Moon - Feelings ☽ 
• Mars – Batle-Ready ♂ 
• Jupiter - Growing ♃ 
• Saturn - Uncertainty ♄ 

The 1909 Golden Dawn defini�ons of the Tarot deck incorporated only planets that were visible from 
earth at that �me. Since then, newer celes�al bodies, like Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, have inspired 
fresh interpreta�ons and addi�ons to the tarot. Only three cards are affected: THE FOOL, THE HANGED 
MAN, and JUDGEMENT. 

• Uranus: Discovering ♅ 
• Neptune: Idealizing ♆ 
• Pluto: Transforming ♇ 

Cards that are not linked to a specific planet represent the Universe and the interconnectedness of all 
things. 

 

6) What is the point of view? 
Golden Ring #5: Intui�on 

The interpreta�on of a story o�en depends on the reader's perspec�ve. While the author sets the 
narra�ve's point of view, each tarot reader brings their own unique experiences and interpreta�ons to 
the story, shaping their understanding of it. Scien�fically, intui�on is recognized as a significant aspect of 
our consciousness. Research has shown that intui�on o�en manifests physically first, ac�ng as a 
subconscious signal. Our gastrointes�nal tract, which contains about 100 million neurons, forms an 
extensive network known as the 'enteric nervous system' or the 'second brain.' This network is intricately 
linked with our brain, contribu�ng to the 'gut feelings' or intui�ve responses we experience. These 
sensa�ons, like buterflies in the stomach or gut discomfort, serve as subconscious alerts, drawing our 
aten�on to specific thoughts, decisions, or situa�ons.   

But, while intui�on is important, it's not the only tool you need. Here's something equally crucial: 
Imagina�on.  Imagina�on is the skill of crea�vely exploring the possibili�es that your intui�on presents. 
It's a talent that comes naturally to some, like empaths and psychics, and is inherent in children. 
Unfortunately, as we grow older, we o�en lose touch with this ability. When you look at a tarot card, try 
not to jump to conclusions based on its immediate appearance. Instead, open your mind to the 'what-ifs' 
the card might suggest. Think in ways that are unconven�onal, unique, or fresh. 

The more intui�ve insights (input) you have, the richer and more detailed your reading can become. And 
the good news is, tapping into your intui�on more effec�vely is easier than you might think. 

• No�ce the energy around you. 

Some people don't properly regulate their energy and have adapted by taking yours. Many don't even 
know they are doing it. Our "Querents" (the people we are reading for) come in all shapes and sizes of 
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spiritual health. The best way to help them is to protect your energy levels and the messages the cards 
want to deliver. Keep your vibra�ons steady by se�ng your inten�on with an affirma�on. Example: "My 
energy is rooted to the earth and fused to the universe, in such abundance that it can't run low." 

• Get yourself in the right place. 

Being in the right place is more than just an incense-infused physical space. Mindfulness is our ability to 
be fully present, aware of where we are and what we're doing, and accept it. You can ruin the message 
intended by the cards if you are worried about the past or are rushing to get to the future. Take a deep 
breath. Breathing in "peace and calm." Exhaling out "tension and anxiety." 

• Embrace your innate worth. 

There are no rules more important than what feels right to you. What's "right" for you may be a big no-
no for me. For example, some will never let Querents touch their cards, while others use their touch to 
detect psychic imprints and have no problem clearing that energy between uses. If it feels right to you, it 
is correct. 

Lastly, you don't have to be deeply versed in rituals or magical customs to enhance your intui�on with 
your imagina�on. The key is to believe in your inner power. Embrace your beliefs, whether they're 
rooted in religion or other divinatory prac�ces. Focusing on your beliefs, expecta�ons, mo�va�ons, and 
inten�ons creates different, high-vibra�onal rates and energy paterns. Regularly affirming your value 
and worth can profoundly impact your readings and personal growth. 
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A. Part 3: How to Excel in the Art of Tarot Reading 
1) How to Increase Accuracy and Effec�veness 

1. The Art of Asking Great Ques�ons 
Tarot offers a unique window into future possibili�es, not by predic�ng events with certainty, but by 
facilita�ng deep introspec�on. When a querent contemplates the narra�ve unfolded in a card spread, it 
becomes a tool for self-reflec�on, helping to clarify desires and paths to their goals. The mere act of 
thinking about the future begins to ac�vely change it.   

Therefore, the art of Tarot reading hinges on the formula�on of great ques�ons. Although it's not always 
necessary for the querent to share their ques�on with the reader, adhering to certain guidelines can 
significantly enhance the efficacy of the reading.  

 

Embrace Open-Ended Ques�ons:  
Ques�ons that elicit a mere 'yes' or 'no' can be limi�ng and o�en don't capture the dynamic nature of 
the future. Since every present ac�on influences future possibili�es, open-ended ques�ons are more 
beneficial. Encourage querents to ask ques�ons that allow for depth and introspec�on. For instance, 
"How can I find my soulmate?" is more insigh�ul than "Will I find my soulmate?" This approach opens 
the door to a broader understanding and personal growth. 

Focus on Personal Insights, Not Others' Stories:  
Tarot readings are most effec�ve when they center on the querent's personal journey. Probing into 
others' lives can be intrusive and ethically ques�onable. Instead of asking, "Will she fall in love with 
me?", a more appropriate ques�on would be, "How can I improve my approach to rela�onships?" This 
shi� ensures the reading remains respec�ul and personally relevant. 

Steer Clear of Health-Related Queries:  
Tarot readings are not a subs�tute for professional medical advice. As readers are typically not licensed 
medical professionals, it's inappropriate to make health predic�ons. This means avoiding ques�ons 
about pregnancy or life expectancy. Remind querents that Tarot is a tool for spiritual and emo�onal 
guidance, not medical diagnosis or prognosis. 

Encourage Specificity in Ques�ons:  
While general readings can offer broad insights, they may lack the focus needed for targeted guidance. 
Encourage querents to pinpoint specific areas of interest or concern in their lives, such as rela�onships, 
career, or personal development. For example, "How can I achieve greater sa�sfac�on in my career?" 
This approach helps querents direct their inten�ons and gain more relevant insights from the reading. 

2. How to Avoid Going Blank 
Naviga�ng the 'Blank Moments' in Tarot Reading: Even the most intui�ve and experienced readers 
encounter moments where the cards seem inscrutable. It's important not to lose confidence in these 
instances. Resis�ng the urge to reshuffle and start over is crucial; doing so can undermine both the 
reader's confidence and the integrity of the reading process. Many prac��oners consider it disrespec�ul 
to spirit guides to repeat a ques�on simply because the ini�al answer was unclear or unsa�sfactory. 
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O�en, the perceived misalignment between the cards and the ques�on can be atributed to one of the 
following reasons: 

Clarity of the Ques�on: 
A precise answer requires a clear ques�on. When ques�ons are overly broad or numerous, the resul�ng 
reading can be equally muddled. Assis�ng the querent in formula�ng a clear, focused ques�on is a key 
step in avoiding confusion. 

The Unfolding Present: 
Some�mes, a reading may not resonate immediately, only to become clear with �me. Remind querents 
that when current circumstances are in flux, future outcomes may be obscured. Immediate clarity isn't 
always possible or necessary. 

Personal Well-Being: 
A reader's personal state greatly influences their reading ability. Factors like mental distrac�on, physical 
needs (like hunger or fa�gue), or substance influence can impede clarity. Recognizing and acknowledging 
when you're not at your best is important. In such cases, it's beter to pause and return to the cards later. 

 

The 3-T Rule to Counter Blankness 

• Take: Start with deep breaths. Relaxa�on is key to clear thinking and effec�ve communica�on. 
• Talk: Ar�culate each card's meaning out loud. O�en, the simple act of verbalizing your thoughts 

can unlock new perspec�ves and insights. 
• Trust: Have faith in your intui�on. Le�ng self-doubt intrude only diminishes your self-belief, 

which is the essence of your reading power. 

 

3. Learning New Spreads 
• Understanding Card Spreads in Tarot Readings: In Tarot, each card serves as a unique data 

point, contribu�ng to the overall narra�ve of the reading. The number of cards used in a spread 
directly influences the depth and detail of the insights provided. A single-card spread, for 
instance, can offer a straigh�orward 'yes' or 'no' answer, or illuminate a singular idea or concept. 

• Progression in Learning Tarot Spreads: Beginners in the art of Tarot typically start with simpler 
spreads, such as one or three-card layouts. These basic formats allow new readers to develop 
their understanding and intui�on without becoming overwhelmed. A three-card spread is 
par�cularly favored for its balance between simplicity and depth, offering meaningful insights 
without overcomplica�on and can typically be completed in about 15 minutes. 
As readers advance in their skills, they o�en explore more complex spreads. Five-card and ten-
card layouts, like the renowned Cel�c Cross spread, provide a more nuanced and comprehensive 
reading. Eventually, seasoned readers may create their own unique spreads, tailoring the layout 
to their personal style and the specific needs of their querent. This customiza�on underscores 
the adaptability and personal nature of Tarot reading. 

• Flexibility in Tarot Prac�ce: It's important to remember that there is no singular 'correct' spread 
for Tarot readings. Each spread and each card within it is open to interpreta�on based on the 
reader's intui�on and the context of the ques�on asked. The choice of spread and the 
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interpreta�on of the cards are deeply personal, reflec�ng the individual style and insights of the 
reader. 

Examples of Popular Spreads:  

• One-Card Spread for Yes or No:  
This is the simplest form of a Tarot spread. The reader shuffles the deck and draws a single card. 
This card is then interpreted to provide a 'yes' or 'no' answer, o�en based on the inherent 
meaning of the card or its orienta�on (upright or reversed). The interpreta�on can vary 
depending on the reader's intui�on and the context of the ques�on asked. 

• Three-Card Spread for Past, Present, Future:  
In this spread, three cards are drawn. The first card, placed on the le�, represents the past. It 
provides insights into the querent's previous experiences or the events that have led up to the 
present situa�on. The middle card represents the present, offering a reflec�on of the current 
state or challenge faced by the querent. The third card, placed on the right, signifies the future, 
sugges�ng a possible outcome or direc�on based on the current trajectory. 

• The Cel�c Cross Spread 
One of the most popular spreads is the Cel�c Cross.   
 

 

1. The Present Circumstances (tradi�onally called “The First Card – Covering the Significator”): 
This card represents the current situa�on. Note: The prac�ce of using a Significator, as originally 
described by A.E. Waite, has become less common in modern tarot readings. Though some tarot 
readers s�ll follow this tradi�onal method, choosing a card before shuffling to represent the 
querent or the inquiry’s subject, many contemporary prac��oners prefer to let the cards drawn 
in the reading naturally convey their messages without a pre-selected Significator. If you choose 
to use a Significator, it should be placed under the first card of the spread. 
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2. The Immediate Challenges (tradi�onally called “The Second Card – Crossing the First”): This 
card represents the immediate challenges or obstacles the querent is facing. 

 

3. What You Think You Desire or Fear (tradi�onally called “The Third Card – Above the 
Significator”): This posi�on reveals the querent’s conscious wants or fears.  

 

4. Subconscious Feelings (tradi�onally called “The Fourth Card – Beneath the Significator”): This 
card uncovers hidden factors or underlying drives that shape the root of the mater. 

 

5. Recent Past (tradi�onally called “The Fi�h Card – Behind the Significator”): This card reflects 
the recent influences that have affected the present situa�on. 
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6. Near Future(tradi�onally called “The Sixth Card – Before the Significator”): This card 
represents the immediate direc�on in which the situa�on is heading. 

 

7. Controllable Mindset (tradi�onally called “The Seventh Card – Signifies the Querent”): This 
card represents the querent’s conscious thought processes and a�tudes. 

 

8. External Factors (tradi�onally called “The Eighth Card – His House”): This card represents 
people, events, or environmental factors outside the querent’s complete control. 
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9. What You Really Want or Fear (tradi�onally called “The Ninth Card – Hopes or Fears”): This 
posi�on represents what the querent wants to manifest or release. 

 

10. Poten�al Outcome (tradi�onally called “The Tenth Card – What Will Come”): The final result, 
the culmina�on brought about by the influences shown in the reading. This was the probable 
final result before the influence of this reading 

 

If you are having trouble remembering this spread use our mnemonic to help you remember the key 
posi�ons of the spread with ease. Just remember: 

“Paty can do some prety fun magic except when pou�ng!” 

• Paty (Present Situa�on) 
• Can (Immediate Challenges) 
• Do (What You Think You Desire or Fear) 
• Some (Subconscious Mo�vators of Your Feelings) 
• Prety (Recent Past) 
• Fun (Near Future) 
• Magic (Controllable Mindset) 
• Except (External Factors) 
• When (What You Really Want or Fear) 
• Pou�ng (Poten�al Outcome) 

Each word in this mnemonic is selected to correspond with a crucial element of the spread, making it 
easier for you to recall and interpret each card’s meaning. Whether you are just star�ng out or looking to 
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deepen your prac�ce, this mnemonic will be a valuable asset, guiding you towards more insigh�ul and 
accurate readings. Embrace this tool and experience a more intui�ve connec�on with the Tarot. 

 

2) Skep�cs, Verbal Atacks, Unhappy Querents, and Who to Refer Away 
A skilled Tarot reader plays a vital role in guiding individuals to tap into their inner wisdom, enhancing 
emo�onal wellbeing, and assis�ng in se�ng and achieving personal goals. Moreover, they can offer 
valuable perspec�ves that help in reframing past experiences in a more posi�ve light. While the allure of 
gaining insights into the future is a common draw for many, it's important to recognize that each 
individual seeks something different from a Tarot reading. Some may hold a profound belief in the power 
of Tarot, viewing it as a tool for deep spiritual guidance, while others may approach it as an enjoyable 
and introspec�ve experience centered around them. 

 

Given this diversity in expecta�ons and beliefs, a reader must acknowledge that it's not always possible 
to meet everyone's desires and needs. Preparedness for a range of demanding situa�ons is key. This 
includes recognizing and respec�ng the varying degrees of belief and skep�cism among clients, and 
adap�ng the reading to suit their unique perspec�ves and needs. By maintaining flexibility and 
sensi�vity in their approach, a reader can offer meaningful and enriching experiences to a wide array of 
individuals, irrespec�ve of their ini�al stance on Tarot readings. 

Skep�cs 

It is not unusual to have a skep�cal querent say: "If you are psychic, prove it to me!" When this happens, 
it can be helpful to ask the querent to explain why they feel as they do. Some skep�cs are coming from a 
posi�on of uncertainty and want to be proved wrong. They are afraid of ge�ng swindled. 

Honest tarot card readers must contend with some readers who are not. The good news is that con-
ar�sts typically put out easy to spot red flags, which a reader may choose to share with a nay- sayer. 

Trustworthy tarot card readers NEVER do the following: 

• Immediately offer to li� a spiritual hex or curse for a fee 

• Fish for informa�on to tell you what you want to hear 

• Demand the querent keep the session a secret 

• Ask for payment on an unknown or unsecured website 

• Disempower the querent’s ability to influence their future happiness without the reader 

 

Verbal Atacks 

Some people feel tarot reading is an affront to their religious or moral beliefs and will atack a reader on 
social media, or some�mes at par�es or events a reader is working at. For most of these people, no 
amount of reasoning will change their minds. To help diffuse atacks, let the person know you will not 
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fight them and try to understand how they are feeling. Let go of your need to be correct, have thick skin, 
and try to be kind... but do not endure abuse. If a situa�on becomes escalated, it is ok to block someone 
on social media, walk away, ask someone to leave, or call security or police. 

 Unhappy Querents 

Querents unhappy with the results of a reading some�mes respond with disbelief that borders on anger. 
Displaying consistent confidence and maintaining a relaxed body language can help. It's easy to doubt 
yourself in these moments. But remember that the cards show us both the dark and light. It's not always 
easy to listen to the message in a spread. Remind yourself to have compassion. A nega�ve response is 
most o�en rooted in the querent's fear. 

 

1. When to Refer Querents Away 
Respec�ng the greatest good means that you have some job responsibility as a tarot reader. Unless you 
are a trained and licensed medical professional, your querent might need medical or psychological help 
you can't provide. It is advisable to strongly encourage querents to seek the support they need from the 
correct source. 

Never atempt to do any of the following for a querent: 

1. Treat mental illness, depression, or clinical anxiety 
2. Heal clinically relevant past trauma 
3. Treat addic�ons 
4. Cope with abuse 

 

2. Protec�ng your Energy 
Great Tarot readers invest a significant amount of energy in their readings, risking becoming drained, 
depressed, anxious, and overwhelmed. Energy vampires, o�en unknowingly, can deplete a reader's 
energy, leaving them exhausted and some�mes even ill. Addi�onally, some empathe�c readers may 
unconsciously give away all their energy without someone necessarily taking it. 

 

As previously discussed, se�ng inten�ons with affirma�ons for grounding energy can be helpful. 
Crystals, such as lapis, quartz, obsidian, fluorite, and jasper, offer protec�ve proper�es to safeguard 
personal energy storage and flow. Burning sage to smudge your workspace between querents can also 
help purify the area of residual energies. However, the most effec�ve defense is being aware of your 
energy levels and knowing when to take a break. Something as simple as a well-�med walk in the 
sunshine can be instrumental in preven�ng burnout and exhaus�on. 

3. How to Handle a Scary Reading 
True achievement comes at the price of overcoming challenges. Both light and shadow are integral to 
the human experience. For instance, greatness demands effort and perseverance. Similarly, the depth of 
joy is o�en understood only when contrasted with suffering. Staying within the confines of comfort limits 
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the fullness of life's experiences. However, how does one address a querent who is visibly alarmed by 
the imagery on a Tarot card? 

Some of the most impac�ul cards in a Tarot reading are those that depict adversity because they o�en 
signal growth through trials. Novice readers may try to downplay nega�ve cards, hesitant to convey 
unwelcome news. Yet, this approach can significantly diminish the reading's poten�al to impart valuable 
life lessons and assist the querent in adop�ng a construc�ve mindset for problem-solving. A proficient 
Tarot reader knows how to tac�ully interpret these challenging cards by employing the S.A.F.E. method: 

S - Solu�on-Oriented Approach: Help your querent recognize the poten�al for solu�ons. For example, 
"This card symbolizes a call to [specific card meaning]. It presents an opportunity for growth and 
learning." 

A - Acknowledgement of Life's Inequi�es: Validate that life some�mes brings unfair challenges. "This 
card reflects [specific hardship or struggle due to card meaning]. It's understandable to feel 
overwhelmed by such experiences." 

F - Emphasis on Free Will: Remind your querent of their agency. "This card highlights that our future is 
shaped by our choices. Your decisions have the power to influence the outcome in meaningful ways." 

E - Encouragement for a Posi�ve Outlook: Foster an op�mis�c perspec�ve. "As this card indicates 
[specific card meaning], you have the chance to adopt a mindset that will help you navigate through this 
situa�on effec�vely." 

Lastly, it's crucial to remember that Tarot cards symbolize life lessons. For instance, the Death card 
typically signifies an end or transi�on, not a literal death. As a Tarot reader, it's unethical and poten�ally 
harmful to predict actual death or health outcomes, unless you are also a qualified medical professional. 
If you have concerns about your querent's wellbeing, it's impera�ve to guide them to the appropriate 
professional or support service. 
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A. Professional Tarot Card Reading 
1) Can you Make Money Reading Tarot? 

The field of psychic and Tarot reading is o�en unfairly s�gma�zed with no�ons of deceit and illegi�macy. 
This is compounded by a misconcep�on that material success, such as earning a comfortable living, is 
incompa�ble with higher spiritual consciousness. This belief is unfounded. Like any professional service, 
psychic and Tarot reading services deserve fair compensa�on for �me, effort, and exper�se. 

To understand the industry's legi�macy and growth, consider these sta�s�cs: 

• According to a survey, approximately 22% of U.S. adults have consulted a psychic or medium. 
• The psychic services industry has seen a 52% growth since 2005. 
• A 2021 industry report by IBISWorld es�mated the psychic services market in the USA to be 

valued at $2.2 billion, encompassing over 98,000 businesses. 
• This industry is notably resilient during economic downturns, showing minimal declines 

compared to other discre�onary spending sectors. 
• As reported by the American Psychic & Medium Magazine in its May 2017 Economy edi�on, 

around 21% of psychics in the United States earn more than $50,000 annually. 
• According to Glassdoor, as of 2023, the average annual salary for a Tarot Reader in the United 

States is $54,719. 
• On social media pla�orms like TikTok, Tarot content has garnered over 48.2 billion views as of 

March 9, 2023. Here, average rates for a 15-minute private session range from $15 to $50. 

Payment structures in this field vary. Some prac��oners are employed on an hourly basis or through 
commission, while others are self-employed. The later group typically sets their rates per reading or per 
retained hour. Although rates can vary widely, the average is around $100 per hour, o�en calculated 
based on 15-minute sessions. These sessions can be conducted over the phone, online, or in-person. 

 

It's important to be cau�ous of scams, par�cularly in work-from-home arrangements. The United States 
Federal Trade Commission provides resources to iden�fy and avoid such scams. 

2) How Do I Start a Tarot Reading Business? 
Deciding to set up a business in the United States requires planning and research. There are several legal 
considera�ons, including business structure and licenses, for which it is a good idea to consult with local 
experts such as from the Small Business Associa�on. Taking a class on making money using social media 
(such as Facebook, TikTok, Instagram, YouTube, etc.) may provide you with a necessary skill. 

 The following resources can be helpful: 

• htps://www.usa.gov/start-business 
• htps://www.sba.gov/business-guide/10- steps-start-your-business 
• htps://www.irs.gov/businesses/small- businesses-self-employed/self-employed- individuals-tax-

center 
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A business plan will help you to consider essen�al aspects of running a profitable business, such as your 
expected costs, how to market yourself, and how you will measure your success. 

 

 

Business Plan Template 
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3) Ethics

At Tarotskill.com, we are dedicated to upholding the highest standards of integrity and professionalism in 
the Tarot community. Our Code of Ethics is a cornerstone of this commitment, guiding the conduct of all 
our members, including those honored with a Tarot Readerscore and the esteemed Cer�fied Tarot 
Master (CTM) designa�on. 

Why Our Code Maters: 

This Code is not just a set of rules; it's a reflec�on of our core values and a blueprint for ethical and 
professional excellence. Adhering to this Code ensures that our prac�ces not only meet but exceed the 
expecta�ons of those we serve, fostering trust, respect, and authen�city in our readings and 
interac�ons. 

Responsibility to the Community: 

As prac��oners and representa�ves of Tarotskill.com, our members are expected to embody the 
principles laid out in the Code in every aspect of their prac�ce. This includes precision in readings, 
con�nuous personal and professional growth, and a commitment to trea�ng all clients and colleagues 
with fairness and respect. 

The Impact of Non-Compliance: 

Adherence to our Code of Ethics is mandatory. It's a symbol of your dedica�on to the art and ethics of 
Tarot reading. Breaches of this Code are taken seriously, as they can impact not only your standing within 
Tarotskill.com but also the broader percep�on of the Tarot community. We rely on each member to 
uphold these standards, ensuring that Tarotskill.com con�nues to be a beacon of excellence and integrity 
in the Tarot world. 

CODE 

Precision in Reading: Read cards with accuracy, relying on intui�on and skill, regardless of the poten�al 
impact on compensa�on. 

Scope of Prac�ce: Avoid offering services beyond tarot reading, such as medical, psychological, or legal 
advice, unless appropriately licensed. 

Non-Discrimina�on: Prac�ce non-discrimina�on in service delivery, trea�ng all clients equally regardless 
of individual characteris�cs. 

Client Confiden�ality: Uphold strict client confiden�ality, not disclosing any details of readings without 
explicit client consent. 

Professional Fitness: Seek professional help and refrain from working if impaired by health condi�ons or 
substance abuse. 

Con�nuous Learning: Commit to lifelong learning and professional development to refine skills and stay 
updated in the field. 
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Honest Representa�on: Represent creden�als, competence, and background accurately and truthfully. 

Conflict of Interest Avoidance: Iden�fy and prevent conflicts of interest to maintain professional 
integrity. 

Financial Integrity: Abstain from decei�ul, fraudulent, or unethical financial prac�ces. 

Professional Conduct: Maintain professionalism in all ac�ons, safeguarding the reputa�on of the Tarot 
community. 

Harassment and Misconduct Prohibi�on: Eschew all forms of harassment, abuse of power, and 
misconduct. 

Supervisory Responsibility: Ensure that supervised individuals adhere strictly to this Code of Ethics. 

Intellectual Honesty: Credit all sources appropriately, avoiding plagiarism and respec�ng intellectual 
property. 

Fair Treatment of Colleagues: Treat all colleagues and associates with fairness and without prejudice. 

Ethical Complaint Process Engagement: Engage honestly and construc�vely in ethics complaint 
processes. 

Legal Compliance: Adhere to all relevant local, state, and federal laws related to Tarot reading. 

Disclosure of Legal Issues: Promptly report convic�ons, pleas, or findings related to misdemeanors or 
felonies. 

Maintain Professional Boundaries: Establish and respect appropriate boundaries between professional 
and personal rela�onships with clients. 

Transparent Fee Structure: Clearly outline service fees and payment terms, ensuring transparency and 
avoiding hidden charges. 

Cultural Sensi�vity and Environmental Responsibility: Respect cultural diversity and prac�ce 
environmental sustainability in business opera�ons. 

A. Conclusion
Throughout this book, we've navigated the depths of Tarot reading, uncovering its intricacies and
embracing its challenges. As you stand at this new juncture, equipped with knowledge and
intui�on, here's your valuable takeaway: The cards are a mirror, reflec�ng not just the fortunes
of those you read for, but also your own personal growth and evolu�on.

Remember, the true power of Tarot lies in transforma�on – the transforma�on of uncertainty
into understanding, confusion into clarity, and fear into empowerment. Each reading you
conduct is a step towards mastering not only the art of Tarot but also the art of empathe�c,
insigh�ul guidance.
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As your final takeaway, I encourage you to create your own personal Tarot mantra. A mantra that 
resonates with your journey, encapsulates your learning, and propels you forward. It could be as 
simple as 'I am the guide to hidden truths' or 'Through the cards, I empower and enlighten.' Let 
this mantra be your anchor, your reminder of the journey you've embarked on, and the power 
you hold. As you move forward, carry this mantra in your heart. Let it remind you of your 
purpose and your passion. Approach each reading with the knowledge that you are not just 
interpre�ng cards; you are illumina�ng paths, unlocking mysteries, and touching lives. 

And with that, our series may conclude, but your journey with Tarot is just unfolding. You are 
stepping into a world where every card dealt is a story wai�ng to be told, a lesson wai�ng to be 
learned. Embrace each moment with confidence and curiosity.  Thank you for being a part of this 
enriching journey. May your path be ever lit with the wisdom of the Tarot, and may your 
readings bring light to those who seek your guidance. 

Un�l our paths cross again, keep shuffling, keep discovering, and remember – within you lies the 
power to change lives, one card at a �me. 
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As a movie character THE FOOL would be cast in the role of… “The Innocent”.  

 Up Meaning: FEARLESS BEGINNINGS.

 Rev Meaning: FEARFUL BEGINNINGS.

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes.

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy)

 Court Element (if applicable):

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac air signs

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and

confidence.

 Planet: Mercury, Venus, Saturn, and Uranus planetarily represents strategy, love,

uncertainty, and exploring.

 Time: dependent on the reading.

 Season: any season.

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The dog - symbolizes loyalty, protec on, ins nct, and a playful

warning on the Fool's journey.

 Numerology:  0 - Blankness.

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in

the past is symbolic to this reading.
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As a movie character THE MAGICIAN would be cast in the role of… “The Manifestor”.   

 Up Meaning: MANIFESTING REWARDS. 

 Rev Meaning: MANIFESTING PUNISHMENT. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac air signs 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: Mercury planetarily represents strategy.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The infinity symbol - symbolizes limitless possibility, eternal 

flow, and the connec on between the spiritual and material realms. 

 Numerology:  1 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE HIGH PRIESTESS would be cast in the role of… “The Mys c”.   

 Up Meaning: DECISIVE INTUITION.

 Rev Meaning: SILENT INTUITION.

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader.

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons)

 Court Element (if applicable):

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac water signs

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and

intui on.

 Planet: The Moon planetarily represents emo on.

 Time: dependent on the reading.

 Season: any season.

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Torah - symbolizes hidden knowledge, divine law, and the

esoteric wisdom that is yet to be revealed.

 Numerology:  2 - Union.

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.
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As a movie character THE EMPRESS would be cast in the role of… “The Nurturer”.   

 Up Meaning: NURTURING CREATOR. 

 Rev Meaning: SMOTHERING CREATOR. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac earth signs 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: Venus planetarily represents love.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The wheat stocks - symbolize fer lity, abundance, and the 

nurturing aspects of nature. 

 Numerology:  3 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE EMPEROR would be cast in the role of… “The Ruler”.   

 Up Meaning: STRONG LEADER. 

 Rev Meaning: INEFFECTIVE LEADER. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aries 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The ram - symbolizes authority, determina on, and leadership. 

 Numerology:  4 - Structure.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE HIEROPHANT would be cast in the role of… “The Teacher”. 

 Up Meaning: TRADITIONAL TEACHING.

 Rev Meaning: UNCONVENTIONAL THINKING.

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader.

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons)

 Court Element (if applicable):

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Taurus

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and

pragma sm.

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.

 Time: dependent on the reading.

 Season: any season.

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The keys - symbolize the unlocking of spiritual wisdom, access

to sacred knowledge, and the authority to provide guidance and teachings.

 Numerology:  5 - Forging.

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.
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As a movie character THE LOVERS would be cast in the role of… “The Chosen”.   

 Up Meaning: EUPHORIC CHOICE. 

 Rev Meaning: HAUNTED CHOICE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Gemini 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The rain clouds - symbolize poten al challenges, emo onal 

cleansing, and the transient nature of obstacles in rela onships. 

 Numerology:  6 - Harmony.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE CHARIOT would be cast in the role of… “The Conqueror”.   

 Up Meaning: UNWAVERING WILLPOWER. 

 Rev Meaning: TESTED WILLPOWER. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Cancer 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The athame - symbolizes control, direc on, and the focused 

energy needed to drive one's inten ons and desires forward. 

 Numerology:  7 - Awareness.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character STRENGTH would be cast in the role of… “The Bravest”.   

 Up Meaning: UNQUESTIONED CONVICTION. 

 Rev Meaning: EXHAUSTED CONFIDENCE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Leo 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The lion - symbolizes courage, raw power, and the mastery of 

one's primal ins ncts. 

 Numerology:  8 - Power.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE HERMIT would be cast in the role of… “The Seeker”.   

 Up Meaning: SOUL SEARCHING. 

 Rev Meaning: SELF ISOLATION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Virgo 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The lamp - symbolizes guidance, enlightenment, and the inner 

light of wisdom leading the way in darkness. 

 Numerology:  9 - Fulfillment.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character WHEEL OF FORTUNE would be cast in the role of… “The Des ned”.   

 Up Meaning: LUCKY TWIST OF FATE. 

 Rev Meaning: UNFORESEEN CHALLENGE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac fire signs 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Jupiter planetarily represents growing.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The wheel - symbolizes cycles of change, des ny, and the ups 

and downs of life. 

 Numerology:  10 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character JUSTICE would be cast in the role of… “The Judge”.   

 Up Meaning: FAIR JUDGEMENT. 

 Rev Meaning: UNFAIR BIAS. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Libra 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The scales - symbolize balance, fairness, and the objec ve 

weighing of facts and truths 

 Numerology:  11 - Union.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE HANGED MAN would be cast in the role of… “The Sacrificer”.   

 Up Meaning: REWARDED SACRIFICE. 

 Rev Meaning: EMPTY REWARD. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac water signs 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: Moon, Mars, Jupiter, and Neptune planetarily represents feelings, ba le-

readiness, growing, and idealism.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The halo - symbolizes enlightenment, sacrifice for greater 

understanding, and spiritual insight. 

 Numerology:  12 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character DEATH would be cast in the role of… “The Transformer”.   

 Up Meaning: NECESSARY ENDING. 

 Rev Meaning: RESISTED ENDING. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Scorpio 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The skeleton skull - symbolizes the inevitability of endings, the 

transforma ve nature of life, and the founda on for new beginnings 

 Numerology:  13 - Structure.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character TEMPERANCE would be cast in the role of… “The Harmonizer”.  

 Up Meaning: PATIENT BALANCE.

 Rev Meaning: IMBALANCED EXCESS.

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader.

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons)

 Court Element (if applicable):

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Sagi arius

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness,

domina on, and intellect.

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.

 Time: dependent on the reading.

 Season: any season.

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The cups - symbolize the delicate dance of modera on, the

harmonious mixing of life's elements, and the balance achieved through emo onal and

spiritual integra on

 Numerology:  14 - Forging.

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.
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As a movie character THE DEVIL would be cast in the role of… “The Tempter”.   

 Up Meaning: DESTRUCTIVE INDULGENCE. 

 Rev Meaning: RELEASING INDULGENCE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Capricorn 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The chains - symbolize that addic on is o en self-imposed, and 

with effort, can be overcome 

 Numerology:  15 - Harmony.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE TOWER would be cast in the role of… “The Vic m”.   

 Up Meaning: PAINFUL TRANSITION.

 Rev Meaning: NEEDED TRANSITION.

 Yes or No Reading: is a no.

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons)

 Court Element (if applicable):

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac fire signs

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness,

domina on, and intellect.

 Planet: Mars planetarily represents ba le-readiness.

 Time: dependent on the reading.

 Season: any season.

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Lightning Bolt - symbolizes sudden upheaval,

transforma ve energy, and unexpected events.

 Numerology:  16 - Awareness.

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.
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As a movie character THE STAR would be cast in the role of… “The Guide”.   

 Up Meaning: BRIGHT HOPE. 

 Rev Meaning: LOST FAITH. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aquarius 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The ibis bird - symbolizes the legend of Thoth in divine order 

and cosmic restora on. 

 Numerology:  17 - Power.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE MOON would be cast in the role of… “The Dreamer”.   

 Up Meaning: HALF-LIT TRUTHS. 

 Rev Meaning: ILLUSION REVEALED. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Pisces 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The dog and wolf - symbolize the balance between our tamed 

ins ncts and our primal intui on 

 Numerology:  18 - Fulfillment.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE SUN would be cast in the role of… “The Op mist”.   

 Up Meaning: UNBRIDLED JOY. 

 Rev Meaning: DAMPENED JOY. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac fire signs 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Sun planetarily represents confidence.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Walled Garden - symbolizes protec on, joy, and a safe 

haven for growth and happiness. 

 Numerology:  19 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character JUDGEMENT would be cast in the role of… “The Renewer”.   

 Up Meaning: EARNED ENLIGHTENMENT. 

 Rev Meaning: UNHEEDED CALLING. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac fire signs 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Mars, Sun, Jupiter, and Pluto planetarily represents ba le-readiness, confidence, 

growing, and changing.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Angelic Trumpet - face 

 Numerology:  20 - Union.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THE WORLD would be cast in the role of… “The Achiever”.   

 Up Meaning: TRIUMPHANT COMPLETION. 

 Rev Meaning: HOLLOW COMPLETION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac earth signs 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: Saturn planetarily represents uncertainty.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The red ribbon lemniscate - symbolizes infinite possibili es and 

the ongoing cycles of life and nature. 

 Numerology:  21 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character ACE OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Entrepreneur”.   

 Up Meaning: MATERIAL CONCEPTION. 

 Rev Meaning: MISSED OPPORTUNITY. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac earth signs 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Hand - symbolizes reaching for a material gi  or 

opportunity coming from a divine or unseen source. 

 Numerology:  1 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character TWO OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Juggler”.   

 Up Meaning: SET PRIORITIES. 

 Rev Meaning: REASSESS PRIORITIES. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Capricorn 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: Jupiter planetarily represents growing.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Infinite Loop - symbolizes balance, adaptability, and the 

dance of life's duali es. 

 Numerology:  2 - Union.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character THREE OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Collaborator”. 

 Up Meaning: BUILDING FOUNDATION.

 Rev Meaning: LESSON UNLEARNED.

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes.

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons)

 Court Element (if applicable):

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Capricorn

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and

pragma sm.

 Planet: Mars planetarily represents ba le-readiness.

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).

 Season: Early Winter.

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Cathedral Arch - symbolizes collabora on, building

something las ng, and the melding of skills and effort.

 Numerology:  3 - Kindred.

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.
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As a movie character FOUR OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Controller”.   

 Up Meaning: HOLDING TIGHT. 

 Rev Meaning: LETTING GO. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Capricorn 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: The Sun planetarily represents confidence.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Pentacle Shield - symbolizes security, control, and the 

protec on of material assets. 

 Numerology:  4 - Structure.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character FIVE OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Disadvantaged”.   

 Up Meaning: HARD MISFORTUNE. 

 Rev Meaning: RECOVERING STABILITY. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Taurus 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: Mercury planetarily represents strategy.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Stained Glass Window - symbolizes loss, isola on, and 

seeking spiritual solace during tough mes. 

 Numerology:  5 - Forging.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character SIX OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Giver”.   

 Up Meaning: GENEROUS GIVING.

 Rev Meaning: UNBALANCED TAKING.

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes.

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons)

 Court Element (if applicable):

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Taurus

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and

pragma sm.

 Planet: The Moon planetarily represents emo on.

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).

 Season: Spring.

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Balanced Scales - symbolizes generosity, balance, and the

give and take of resources.

 Numerology:  6 - Harmony.

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in

the past is symbolic to this reading.
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As a movie character SEVEN OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Saver”.   

 Up Meaning: FRUITS OF LABOR. 

 Rev Meaning: DIMINISHED RETURNS. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Taurus 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: Saturn planetarily represents uncertainty.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Late Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Lush Garden - symbolizes pa ence, wai ng for rewards, 

and the growth that comes from consistent effort. 

 Numerology:  7 - Awareness.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character EIGHT OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Diligent”.   

 Up Meaning: ACQUIRING EXPERTISE. 

 Rev Meaning: PROBLEMATIC PERFECTIONISM. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Virgo 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: The Sun planetarily represents confidence.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Carved Bench - symbolizes mastery, cra smanship, and 

dedica on to one's trade or skill. 

 Numerology:  8 - Power.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character NINE OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Independent”.   

 Up Meaning: PROSPEROUS VICTORY. 

 Rev Meaning: UNFULFILLED ACHIEVEMENT. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Virgo 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: Venus planetarily represents love.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Falcon - symbolizes luxury, independence, and the freedom 

that comes with self-sufficiency. 

 Numerology:  9 - Fulfillment.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character TEN OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Established”.   

 Up Meaning: LASTING SECURITY. 

 Rev Meaning: UNDERLYING INSTABILITY. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Virgo 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: Mercury planetarily represents strategy.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Early Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Archway - symbolizes legacy, family, and the culmina on of 

long-term efforts. 

 Numerology:  10 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character PAGE OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Learner”.   

 Up Meaning: RECOGNIZED OPPORTUNITY. 

 Rev Meaning: DISCONNECTED GOALS. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Air (which influences intellect and strategy)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac earth signs 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, precision, and 

pragma sm. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: the Vernal Equinox. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Blooming Fields - symbolizes poten al, growth, and the 

early stages of a material or financial journey. 

 Numerology:  11 - Union.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character KNIGHT OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Dedicated”.   

 Up Meaning: PATIENCE TO SUCCEED. 

 Rev Meaning: UNBALANCED ACTIONS. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Fire (which influences desire and ac ons)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Taurus and Aries 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of collec ng, self-awareness, 

precision, and pragma sm. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Plowed Fields - symbolizes dedica on, rou ne, and 

methodical progress toward goals. 

 Numerology:  12 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character QUEEN OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Nurturer”.   

 Up Meaning: PEACEFUL ABUNDANCE. 

 Rev Meaning: WASTEFUL ATTACHMENT. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Water (which influences love and emo ons)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Capricorn and Sagi arius 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of pragma sm, intellect, 

collec ng, and precision. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Rabbit - symbolizes nurturing, abundance, and the 

connec on to the tangible aspects of life. 

 Numerology:  13 - Structure.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character KING OF COINS would be cast in the role of… “The Provider”.   

 Up Meaning: SECURE ABUNDANCE. 

 Rev Meaning: WEAKENED SECURITY. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Earth (which influences responsibility and obliga ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Virgo and Leo 

 Element Zodiac: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of precision, domina on, 

collec ng, and pragma sm. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Bull - symbolizes strength, stability, and leadership in 

material ventures. 

 Numerology:  14 - Forging.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character ACE OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Lover”.   

 Up Meaning: EMOTIONAL CONCEPTION. 

 Rev Meaning: EMOTIONALLY UNAVAILABLE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac water signs 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Hand - symbolizes reaching for an emo onal gi  or 

opportunity coming from a divine or unseen source. 

 Numerology:  1 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character TWO OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Parter”.   

 Up Meaning: PERFECT PARTNERSHIP. 

 Rev Meaning: NEEDED SELF REFLECTION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Cancer 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: Venus planetarily represents love.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Caduceus - symbolizes unity, partnerships, and the balance 

and healing in rela onships. 

 Numerology:  2 - Union.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THREE OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Friend”.   

 Up Meaning: GLEEFUL CELEBRATION. 

 Rev Meaning: EXCESSIVE EXPECTATIONS. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Cancer 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: Mercury planetarily represents strategy.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Toas ng Cups - symbolizes celebra on, camaraderie, and 

joy in emo onal connec ons. 

 Numerology:  3 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character FOUR OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Discontented”.   

 Up Meaning: ARROGANT WASTEFULNESS. 

 Rev Meaning: REGRETFUL COMPARISON. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Cancer 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: The Moon planetarily represents emo on.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Mysterious Cloud - symbolizes contempla on, apathy, and 

a moment of introspec on amidst emo onal offerings. 

 Numerology:  4 - Structure.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character FIVE OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Mourner”.   

 Up Meaning: HAUNTING LOSS. 

 Rev Meaning: HEALING LOSS. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Scorpio 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: Mars planetarily represents ba le-readiness.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Spilled Cups - symbolizes regret, loss, and focusing on past 

mistakes while missing current opportuni es. 

 Numerology:  5 - Forging.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character SIX OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Rememberer”.   

 Up Meaning: CHERISHED MEMORIES. 

 Rev Meaning: LIVING IN THE PAST. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Scorpio 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: The Sun planetarily represents confidence.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Children - symbolizes nostalgia, innocence, and revisi ng 

memories from the past. 

 Numerology:  6 - Harmony.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character SEVEN OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Dreamer”.   

 Up Meaning: GRANDIOSE TEMPTATIONS. 

 Rev Meaning: GROUNDED REALITY. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Scorpio 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: Venus planetarily represents love.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Late Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Mysterious Clouds - symbolizes choices, illusions, and the 

dreamy maze of imagina on. 

 Numerology:  7 - Awareness.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character EIGHT OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Searcher”.   

 Up Meaning: STAGNANT ROUTINE. 

 Rev Meaning: FEARED CHANGE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Pisces 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: Saturn planetarily represents uncertainty.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Mountain Path - symbolizes a spiritual quest, moving on, 

and seeking a deeper meaning in life. 

 Numerology:  8 - Power.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character NINE OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Sa sfied”.   

 Up Meaning: WISHES GRANTED. 

 Rev Meaning: EMPTY PROMISES. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Pisces 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: Jupiter planetarily represents growing.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Spread Table - symbolizes contentment, emo onal 

sa sfac on, and enjoying the pleasures life offers. 

 Numerology:  9 - Fulfillment.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character TEN OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Happy”.   

 Up Meaning: LOVINGLY COMPLETE. 

 Rev Meaning: EMOTIONALLY INCOMPLETE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Pisces 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: Mars planetarily represents ba le-readiness.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Early Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Rainbow - symbolizes a happy family, emo onal fulfillment, 

and the realiza on of dreams. 

 Numerology:  10 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character PAGE OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Sensi ve”.   

 Up Meaning: NEW EXCITEMENT. 

 Rev Meaning: LOST MOTIVATION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Air (which influences intellect and strategy)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac water signs 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, focus, and 

intui on. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: the Autumnal Equinox. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Fish in Cup - symbolizes new emo onal messages, 

intui on, and beginning stages of emo onal explora on. 

 Numerology:  11 - Union.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character KNIGHT OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Roman c”.   

 Up Meaning: FLOWING ATTRACTION. 

 Rev Meaning: INTERRUPTED APPEAL. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Fire (which influences desire and ac ons)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Scorpio and Libra 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of focus, diplomacy, 

sensi vity, and intui on. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Calm Stream - symbolizes a roman c quest, emo onal 

offers, and the journey of the heart. 

 Numerology:  12 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character QUEEN OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Empath”.   

 Up Meaning: INTUITIVE COMPASSION. 

 Rev Meaning: UNINTUITIVE COMPARISON. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Cancer and Gemini 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of sensi vity, versa lity, 

focus, and intui on. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Closed Cup - symbolizes deep intui on, emo onal security, 

and understanding the depths of feelings. 

 Numerology:  13 - Structure.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character KING OF CUPS would be cast in the role of… “The Counselor”.   

 Up Meaning: PEACEFUL DIPLOMACY. 

 Rev Meaning: UNCONTROLLED EMOTION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Water (which influences love and emo ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Earth (which influences needs and responsibili es)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Pisces and Aquarius 

 Element Zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of intui on, confidence, 

sensi vity, and focus. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Churning Sea - symbolizes emo onal mastery, balance, and 

naviga ng through complex emo ons. 

 Numerology:  14 - Forging.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character ACE OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Truth-Seeker”.   

 Up Meaning: INTELLECTUAL CONCEPTION. 

 Rev Meaning: UNFOUND FOCUS. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac air signs 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Hand - symbolizes reaching for an intellectual gi  or 

opportunity coming from a divine or unseen source. 

 Numerology:  1 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character TWO OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Decider”.   

 Up Meaning: DIFFICULT DECISION. 

 Rev Meaning: OVERTHINKING CHOICES. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Libra 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: The Moon planetarily represents emo on.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Blindfold - symbolizes indecision, stalemate, and a need to 

protect oneself from emo onal harm. 

 Numerology:  2 - Union.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character THREE OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Heartbroken”.   

 Up Meaning: SEVERE HEARTBREAK. 

 Rev Meaning: RECOVERING HEARTBREAK. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Libra 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: Saturn planetarily represents uncertainty.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Pierced Heart - symbolizes heartbreak, sorrow, and the 

harsh reali es of love and loss. 

 Numerology:  3 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character FOUR OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Meditator”.   

 Up Meaning: EARNED REST. 

 Rev Meaning: LOOMING BURNOUT. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Libra 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: Jupiter planetarily represents growing.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Stained Glass Window - symbolizes rest, recupera on, and 

seeking peace a er conflict. 

 Numerology:  4 - Structure.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character FIVE OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Defeater”.   

 Up Meaning: RUTHLESS WIN. 

 Rev Meaning: COMPROMISE TO WIN. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aquarius 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: Venus planetarily represents love.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Deserted Ba lefield - symbolizes conflict, betrayal, and the 

cost of victory. 

 Numerology:  5 - Forging.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character SIX OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Transi oner”.   

 Up Meaning: NEEDED CHANGE. 

 Rev Meaning: RELUCTANT CHANGE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aquarius 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: Mercury planetarily represents strategy.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Boat on Calm Waters - symbolizes transi on, moving away 

from trouble, and seeking calmer shores. 

 Numerology:  6 - Harmony.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character SEVEN OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Liar”.   

 Up Meaning: HIDDEN DECEIT. 

 Rev Meaning: SELF DECEPTION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aquarius 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: The Moon planetarily represents emo on.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Late Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Tents in the Background - symbolizes strategy, decep on, 

and covert ac ons. 

 Numerology:  7 - Awareness.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character EIGHT OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Trapped”.   

 Up Meaning: SELF DOUBT. 

 Rev Meaning: RETURNING CONFIDENCE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Gemini 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: Jupiter planetarily represents growing.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Tied Ribbons - symbolizes entrapment, self-imposed 

limita ons, and a feeling of being bound by circumstances. 

 Numerology:  8 - Power.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character NINE OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Worrier”.   

 Up Meaning: RELIVING PAST TRAUMA. 

 Rev Meaning: ACCEPTING PAST TRAUMA. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Gemini 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: Mars planetarily represents ba le-readiness.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Carvings on Bed - symbolizes nightmares, anxiety, and the 

torment of overthinking. 

 Numerology:  9 - Fulfillment.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character TEN OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Devastated”.   

 Up Meaning: DEEP ANGUISH. 

 Rev Meaning: LIFTING ANGUISH. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Gemini 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: The Sun planetarily represents confidence.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Early Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Dark Clouds - symbolizes betrayal, painful endings, and the 

need to move forward a er a downfall. 

 Numerology:  10 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character PAGE OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Curious”.   

 Up Meaning: STRATEGIC SOLUTIONING. 

 Rev Meaning: DISCONNECTED INFORMATION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac air signs 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, diplomacy, and 

confidence. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: the Winter Sols ce. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Windswept Trees - symbolizes curiosity, vigilance, and the 

youthful pursuit of knowledge. 

 Numerology:  11 - Union.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character KNIGHT OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Aggressive”.   

 Up Meaning: UNSTOPPABLE FORCE. 

 Rev Meaning: CHAOTIC FORCE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Fire (which influences desire and ac ons)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aquarius and Capricorn 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of confidence, pragma sm, 

versa lity, and diplomacy. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Stormy Clouds - symbolizes aggression, swi  ac on, and 

the bold pursuit of one's beliefs. 

 Numerology:  12 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character QUEEN OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Strategist”.   

 Up Meaning: THINKING STRATEGICALLY. 

 Rev Meaning: THINKING WITH EMOTION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Water (which influences love and emo ons)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Libra and Virgo 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of diplomacy, precision, 

versa lity, and confidence. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Carved Throne - symbolizes clarity, unbiased judgment, and 

the intellectual authority of experience. 

 Numerology:  13 - Structure.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character KING OF SWORDS would be cast in the role of… “The Authority”.   

 Up Meaning: ETHICS OVER EMOTION. 

 Rev Meaning: EMOTIONS OVER ETHICS. 

 Yes or No Reading: is decided by the intui on of the reader. 

 Primary Element: Air (which influences intellect and strategy) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Earth (which influences needs and responsibili es)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Gemini and Taurus 

 Element Zodiac: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of versa lity, collec ng, 

diplomacy, and confidence. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Floa ng Bu erflies - symbolizes mastery of thought, 

strategic leadership, and the transforma onal power of intellect. 

 Numerology:  14 - Forging.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character ACE OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Inspired”.   

 Up Meaning: INSPIRATIONAL CONCEPTION. 

 Rev Meaning: USELESS DELAY. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac fire signs 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: any season. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Hand - symbolizes reaching for a mo va onal gi  or 

opportunity coming from a divine or unseen source. 

 Numerology:  1 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character TWO OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Planner”.   

 Up Meaning: MOVING FORWARD. 

 Rev Meaning: HOLDING BACK. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aries 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Mars planetarily represents ba le-readiness.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Globe - symbolizes planning, foresight, and looking out 

towards future endeavors. 

 Numerology:  2 - Union.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character THREE OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Visionary”.   

 Up Meaning: NOTABLE GROWTH. 

 Rev Meaning: UNEXPECTED SETBACK. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aries 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Sun planetarily represents confidence.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Ships - symbolizes wai ng, foresight, and watching the 

results of one's efforts come to frui on. 

 Numerology:  3 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character FOUR OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Celebrator”.   

 Up Meaning: GRATEFUL TOGETHERNESS. 

 Rev Meaning: ALONE IN A CROWD. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aries 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Venus planetarily represents love.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Garland - symbolizes celebra on, joy, and marking 

significant milestones. 

 Numerology:  4 - Structure.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character FIVE OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Compe tor”.   

 Up Meaning: FRICTIONAL CONFLICT. 

 Rev Meaning: RESOLVING CONFLICT. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Leo 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Saturn planetarily represents uncertainty.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Clashing Staves - symbolizes conflict, compe on, and the 

challenges of differing viewpoints. 

 Numerology:  5 - Forging.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character SIX OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Victor”.   

 Up Meaning: GLORIOUS WIN. 

 Rev Meaning: FALL FROM GRACE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Leo 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Jupiter planetarily represents growing.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Laurel Wreath - symbolizes recogni on, success, and the 

accolades that come from hard work. 

 Numerology:  6 - Harmony.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character SEVEN OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Defender”.   

 Up Meaning: ALL-IN DETERMINED. 

 Rev Meaning: LOST COURAGE. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Leo 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Mars planetarily represents ba le-readiness.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Late Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The River - symbolizes defense, standing one's ground, and the 

flow of challenges that come and go. 

 Numerology:  7 - Awareness.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character EIGHT OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Sprinter”.   

 Up Meaning: ACCELERATING QUICKLY. 

 Rev Meaning: NO TRACTION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Sagi arius 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Mercury planetarily represents strategy.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Fast-moving River - symbolizes rapid events, swi  changes, 

and the momentum of life's events. 

 Numerology:  8 - Power.  

 Direc on: Context of the card spread is centered and influencing the present moment.  
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As a movie character NINE OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Resilient”.   

 Up Meaning: WITHSTANDING ADVERSITY. 

 Rev Meaning: DRAINED DEFEAT. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Sagi arius 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Moon planetarily represents emo on.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Defensive Posture - symbolizes resilience, prepara on, and 

being on guard against poten al challenges. 

 Numerology:  9 - Fulfillment.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character TEN OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Burdened”.   

 Up Meaning: HEAVY BURDEN. 

 Rev Meaning: UNACCEPTED RESPONSIBILITY. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a no. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Sagi arius 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: Saturn planetarily represents uncertainty.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Early Winter. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Heavy Burden - symbolizes responsibility, burdens, and the 

challenge of carrying heavy loads. 

 Numerology:  10 - Beginnings.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character PAGE OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Adventurer”.   

 Up Meaning: RAPID FIRE PLANNING. 

 Rev Meaning: PROCRASTINATING ACTION. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Air (which influences intellect and strategy)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Zodiac fire signs 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: dependent on the reading.  

 Season: the Summer Sols ce. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Feathered Hat - symbolizes explora on, enthusiasm, and 

the youthful passion for adventure. 

 Numerology:  11 - Union.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character KNIGHT OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Passionate”.   

 Up Meaning: FEARLESS ACTION. 

 Rev Meaning: SENSELESS RISK. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable):   

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Leo and Cancer 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of domina on, sensi vity, 

self-awareness, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Fixed (which is the Middle).  

 Season: Summer. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Flaming Wand - symbolizes impulsiveness, adventure, and 

the pursuit of one's deepest desires. 

 Numerology:  12 - Kindred.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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As a movie character QUEEN OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Influencer”.   

 Up Meaning: CONFIDENT AMBITION. 

 Rev Meaning: FEARFUL YEARNING. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Water (which influences love and emo ons)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Aries and Pisces 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of self-awareness, intui on, 

domina on, and intellect. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Cardinal (which is the Beginning).  

 Season: Early Spring. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Sunflower - symbolizes charisma, vibrancy, and the 

nurturing warmth of a passionate heart. 

 Numerology:  13 - Structure.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the RIGHT is 

addi onally relevant to the reading.  If there is no card to the right, an event or person in 

the future is significant to this reading.  
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As a movie character KING OF WANDS would be cast in the role of… “The Leader”.   

 Up Meaning: DEPENDABLY GOAL ORIENTED. 

 Rev Meaning: OVERBEARINGLY GOAL ORIENTED. 

 Yes or No Reading: is a yes. 

 Primary Element: Fire (which influences desire and ac ons) 

 Court Element (if applicable): and Earth (which influences needs and responsibili es)  

 Golden Dawn Zodiac: Sagi arius and Scorpio 

 Element Zodiac: Aries, Leo, and Sagi arius  

o Note: These collec ve zodiac signs give us the traits of intellect, focus, self-

awareness, and domina on. 

 Planet: The Universe planetarily represents the connec ons between things.  

 Time: Mutable (which is the End).  

 Season: Late Fall. 

 Rider-Waite Symbolism: The Salamander - symbolizes visionary leadership, 

transforma on, and the dynamic energy of a fiery leader. 

 Numerology:  14 - Forging.  

 Direc on: When this card is pulled in a mul -card spread, the card to the LEFT is 

addi onally significant to the reading.  If there is no card to the le , a person or event in 

the past is symbolic to this reading.  
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